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B. Poles

A. Bag

C. Flannel Wall

G. Stabilizer rods

DESIGN WALL

F. End Caps

D. Corner Clips

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION SHEET

E. Brace Clips

Assemble the brace clips

What’s in the bag

1.
A.

A. 1-Carry Bag
B. 8-Poles(folded)
C. 1-Flannel Wall
D. 4-Corner Clips
E. 6-Brace Clips
F. 2-Rubber End Caps
G. 2-Stabilizer Bars

6.

Place a brace clip(e) onto
each end of 2 poles(b).
E.

Unroll the flannel

Install the back brace rods
Assemble the 2 back brace
poles, forming a 90 degree
cross as pictured. When fully
assembled, they will pull the
flannel wall tight. Note: It is

7.

2.
Spread out design wall flannel
front/label-side down
C.

normal for 1 brace to be bowed.

Assemble & Install support legs

Assemble the rods

3.
B.

Assemble the 8 rods,
gently stretch and slide
each section into the sleeve.
Lay 4 aside for later

8.

Insert the rods

4.

Insert a rod(b) into each of the
4 corners of the wall, sliding
the end to the opposite corner

D.

Install the corner clips(d)
on each of the 2 poles
at each corner, this will
pull the wall taut

Install a rubber end cap(f)
and brace clip(e) onto each end
of the 2 remaining poles(b).
Attach leg clips 3”-6” from
each corner on top frame rod F.

Install stabilizer bars & Stand wall

9.

Clip one end of each stabilizer to the
bottom rail of the flannel & the other end near the
bottom of the legs.
G.

Stand up the design wall, it’s ready to use!
You have successfully assembled your Design Wall

Helpful Hints

Install the corner clips

5.

Note: DO NOT place clips over metal sleeves

10.

Before assembling the clips onto the support legs &
stabilizers wrap a single layer of scotch tape around
the pole. This will keep the clips from falling off
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We recommend, DO NOT wash the flannel.
(The flannel is 100% cotton and will continue to shrink.
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